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i like visual foxpro 7 better than visual foxpro 6.5. the ability to create vfp6 objects is a big improvement. i am not sure
what happened to the foxpro compiler. it was a very good tool. i tried to compile with it and it would not compile any
more. the new compiler is much faster. i have not had time to learn it yet. i would love to be able to write c++ code.

visual foxpro would be a great ide for the c++ programmers. visual foxpro is great, but it is only a great ide, not an ide
that runs. it is very nice to write a program with it, but i usually want to run it. i am writing the spider program in visual
foxpro and it works very well. it runs in either visual foxpro or windows. it has some nice features like the way a table is
kept track of when you insert an item and it does not lose the original data. it is easier to use than visual basic. i would

like to see a version of visual foxpro that runs in windows and that is a great ide. it does not have to be free. i would use
this program for foxpro 7 and 8. visual foxpro is a very good ide, i've been using it since its first release and i've found a
lot of new features. it's a pleasure to work with visual foxpro, when a new feature is added to vfp, it feels like "wow", i
can't wait to try it out. i also like that it's a 32bit ide, it's nice to work with a 32bit ide. i think the biggest problem with
visual foxpro is the lack of teachers. once visual foxpro was a teaching tool, but no more. there are so few people to

teach visual foxpro that all the excellent teachers are doing windows applications. all the great teachers and programers
are spending all their time on windows and the unix world is a forgotten place.
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my goal with this blog is to provide articles that help foxpro developers and users to use foxpro to it's fullest potential. i
am not an expert in the field, but have been a user since the late 80's and decided to write about my experiences. i

hope you will join me on this journey, and i would love to get your feedback or comments. in many ways, that is true.
foxpro was the first of the microsoft products that was widely adopted by the business world. it was the first product that

microsoft sold that was so successful that it had to change its name. it was the first product that microsoft developed
that was widely ported to the macintosh, with the addition of dbase. its also not unusual to hear that the market for

foxpro is declining. in the past few years, we have had other microsoft products that are doing quite well. ms office is
popular, excel is popular, and windows 8/rt is popular. they have all been successful products. i want to say that foxpro
is still alive and well. however, i don’t believe that it is suitable for use on the next version of windows. it is an old and

tired solution that dates back to the 1980s, and microsoft won’t be interested in supporting it in windows 8. as a
developer of all things microsoft, it is my personal opinion that microsoft should support the development of new and

innovative solutions, not just use the same old and tired solutions. i think that to do this microsoft should not only
support the vfp and foxpro development environments and tools, but they should also open up their tools and platforms
to allow developers to create innovative applications for the windows platform. microsoft needs to realize that they are

developing applications for a whole new generation of consumers, people who are not going to settle for using the same
old solutions that they used in the 1980s and 1990s. 5ec8ef588b
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